Collaborate. Imagine having a Double. One that allows you to live in New York, yet work in San Francisco every day. Teach a class in London while living in Miami or allowing a doctor to do rounds remotely. That’s the power of Double® 2, the world’s leading telepresence robot. Much more than videoconferencing, Double 2 gives you a real, physical presence at work or school via a two-wheeled balancing robot with an attached iPad®. See and be seen. Hear and be heard. This game-changing technology allows you to do more—giving users the freedom to move around an office, classroom or hospital—even though they’re not there.

Double 2 is just one of the ways Konica Minolta is redefining the Workplace of the Future™, helping you work smarter, more productively and collaboratively. Giving shape to ideas that will reinvent the future of work, education, healthcare and the world we live in.

iPhone and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
More Immersive and Personal. Collaborative. And a Lot of Fun to Use.

Double 2 is best described as an iPad® on wheels. And it’s that simple to use as well. Weighing only 15 pounds, a user attaches an iPad to the Double unit. Then, the remote user uses an iPad, iPhone® or web browser to control and drive the robot. Special features include:

- Height can be adjusted remotely, so you can stay at eye level
- Lateral Stability Control (LSC) allows you to maintain lateral stability while traversing common office or classroom obstacles, such as cords, thresholds between rooms, etc.
- Power Drive enables Double 2 to go 80% faster, particularly useful if the driver needs to go a long distance
- Camera Kit (optional) with a 150 degree wide-angle lens that increases the field of view by 70% on each side and allows users to take 5 megapixel photos
- Audio Kit (optional) accessory amplifies speaker and directional microphone—great for noisy and large environments
- Charging Dock (optional) ensures your Double 2 is always online and available for use

Benefits That Free You From Physical Boundaries

For the office …
- Hire the most knowledgeable workers, no matter where they live
- Retain your best employees, even when they move
- Remote workers stay in the loop on day-to-day activities and ad-hoc communications

For education …
- Build hybrid classrooms with online and in-person students
- Allow professors to continue teaching from out-of-state
- Enable homebound or hospitalized students to join the classroom

Double 2 is Just One of the Innovative Solutions Behind Konica Minolta’s Workplace of the Future.

As work becomes less about a place you go, and more about what you get done, Konica Minolta brings you the Workplace of the Future, a growing portfolio of unified smart office solutions that allows your team to work smarter, be more productive, and collaborate from anywhere, at anytime.

For more information on Double 2 or Konica Minolta’s Workplace of the Future, please contact your local sales representative.